7:0-• S-> E->$->()
be any exact sequence of holomorphic bundles over X, endowed with arbitrary metrics, and r/,/;" G A(X). We impose the relation {S;rj') + (Q\n") = (E; rj' 4-rj" -ch (7)), where ch(7) G A(X) is the solution to the equation {l/7ri)dddi{7) = ch(5) + ch(Q) -ch(E) introduced by Bott and Chern in [2] .
1.4. The following construction of ch is used in the proofs of the results below. Let 0(1) be the tautological line bundle on the complex projective line P 1 , and let z be the parameter on the affine line A 1 C P 1 . If a: 0 -• 0(1) is the section vanishing at infinity, let s = Id ®cr be the induced map S -• 5(1) onlxP 1 . If i: S -> E is the inclusion in 7 above, let F = (5(1) 0 E)/S be the vector bundle which is the cokernel of s © i. If i p : X x {p} -• X x P 1 for p -0, oo are the natural inclusions, then i^F ~ E while i^F ~ S Ç&Q. We may choose a metric on F so that these maps are isometries. Then, in A(X): 1.6. When X is algebraic over a ring R contained in C one can require, when defining ÜTo(X), that the bundles be algebraic over R (cf. [3] 11.2. From (A) we know that there is a vector bundle f*(E) on X the fibre of which at any x G X is equal to H°(Y, E x ). For any q G N let T*(F) 0 ' 9 be (0, q) part of the qth. exterior power of the complexified cotangent bundle to Y. Let D q be the smooth infinite-dimensional bundle over X, with fiber at x G X equal to the space of smooth sections over Y of the bundle E x (g)T* (Y)°* q . The Dolbeault resolution of E x over Y, as x G X varies, gives rise to an acyclic complex of bundles on X: 
